The full
line fo r
CNG
refueling
solutions
home, fleets, industry,
f i l l i n g

s t a t i o n s

The Company
BRC Gas Equipment, Italian company born in the ‘70s
is a worldwide leader in manufacturing and trading automotive LPG and CNG components and systems.
A widespread network in more than 70 countries, branches on strategic markets and a workforce of 1.500 units,
made possible to realize in 2009 a turnover of more than
270 millions Euros.
Starting from its strong position on the After Market gas
conversion, with a production of roughly 800.000 kits every
year, during the years BRC Gas Equipment widens its offer
turning its look to the original equipment installation, following the whole development of vehicle gas systems on behalf of the main car makers, from project to conversion.
Chevrolet, Citroen, Ford, Great Wall, Honda, Hyundai, Jaguar, Kia, Mitsubishi, Peugeot, Piaggio, Subaru, Suzuki,
Volvo are some of the main customer trademarks.

2005: BRC début in the world of CNG compressors
In 2005, thanks to the insight of BRC Gas Equipment management, the idea arises with the aim to widen the offer
and diversify production, remaining in the same business
sector.
Under the BRC Compressors trademark, in 2005 the
first units start to be traded, totally planned and manufactured at Cherasco BRC’s premises.
The product meet with the immediate success thanks to
its high quality standards and performances.
Compression systems offer the best in terms of safety, efficiency, reliability and easy maintenance; they assure low
noise level, low operating costs and reduced dimension.
BRC Compressors products quickly strengthened their
presence on the most important markets all over the world;
thanks to their features, field operators acknowledged
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them as a reference product of this sector.
In 2009, the Canadian FuelMaker is acquired to further
widen the line of BRC products, starting so the production
of CNG compressors for home and industrial applications.
Operating and manufacturing centre becomes Cherasco
(Cuneo) and at the same time

a new trademark comes to life:
BRC FuelMaker.
Starting from now the whole compressors production will
be traded under the brand of BRC FuelMaker.

The Company
BRC FuelMaker is the only manufacturer in the
world able to offer the full line of products
meeting every customer’s need: from the home
refueling applications, to the solutions for little
fleets or special applications, up to the big
compression systems for CNG filling stations.
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Home Refueling Solutions

Mod. Phill
Phill P30, Phill P36
Dimensions:
Weight:
Operating temperature:
Outlet pressure:
Power supply:
Average electric consumption:
Flow:
Sound emission level:
Provided with:

Mod. FMQ (SMALL Q)
FMQ-2, FMQ-2.5, FMQ-2-36
Dimensions:
Weight:
Operating temperature:
Outlet pressure:
Power supply:
Average electric consumption:
Flow:
Sound emission level:
Provided with:
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762 x 356 x 330 mm
43 kg
from -40° C to +45° C
Phill P30, 207 bar
Phill P36 248 bar
220 Volt
0,7 Kwh
from 0,8 to 2,2 mc/h
40 dBA at 5 mt
n°1 flexible hose with gun,
with tear-resistant joint,
for vehicles refuelling.

540 x 500 x 990 mm
66 kg
from -40° C to +45° C
FMQ-2, FMQ-2.5 207 bar
FMQ-2-36 248 bar
220 Volt
0,9 ÷ 1,3 Kwh
from 2,55 to 4,30 mc/h
49 dBA at 5 mt
n°2 flexible hoses with gun,
with tear-resistant joint, for
refuelling 2 vehicles
simultaneously.

Power supply:
Average electric consumption:
Flow:
Sound emission level:
Provided with:

848x1228x813 mm
263 kg
from -40° C to +45° C
FMQ-10 207 bar
FMQ-8-36 248 bar
220 Volt
3,6 ÷ 4,8 Kwh
from 10,3 to 17 mc/h
66 dBA at 5 mt
n°4 flexible hoses with gun,
with tear-resistant joint,
for refuelling 2 vehicles
simultaneously.

REFUELING AUXILIARY PANEL
The Auxiliary Panel allows multiple home refueling compressors to be connected together to allow refueling of any number of vehicles, providing the flexibility of fueling any
size fleet. Used primarily for outdoor remote fueling.
Auxiliary Panel Complete with weatherproof housing, latch assembly, and hose hooks.

Fleets and Industry Refueling Solutions

Mod. FMQ (BIG Q)
FMQ-10, FMQ-8-36
Dimensions:
Weight:
Operating temperature:
Outlet pressure:

REMOTE CONTROL PANEL
The Remote Panel allows controlling a home refueling compressor from another location. An ideal configuration if you have space restrictions. Fueling can take place indoors or outdoors.
R410 Complete with weatherproof housing, latch assembly, user panel and hose hooks.

STORAGE SYSTEM
Many different storage solutions are available to be combined with compression systems, allowing a safe optimization of the refueling time.

BRC FUEL MAKER _
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Filling stations

ON LINE STATION
BRC Fuelmaker can realize different kind of CNG vehicles filling stations directly connected to the methane pipeline, with a wide range of inlet pressures. Station
configuration is developed working on customer needs
and on foreseen number and kind of vehicles to be filled
up during a day.
The most suitable solutions for systems connected to
gas pipeline are:
• Mechanical compressor and oleo-dynamic booster
with two-level storage
• Double stage hydraulic compressor, suitable for pipeline pressure over 30 bar and to refuel 3 double-nozzle
dispensers as a maximum
• Mechanical compressor only, with three-level storage
and priority panel

Mechanical compressor and Booster

C

A

D

B

A _ Taurus BRC Compressor
B _ Booster BRC Compressor
C _ CNG high-pressure storage (Red)
CNG medium pressure storage (Blue)
D _ Dispenser

Mechanical compressor with priority panel

Bi-Booster Double-stage hydraulic compressor

C

C

A
A

D

D
B

B

A _ Taurus BRC Compressor
B _ Priority panel
C _ CNG high-pressure storage (Red)
CNG medium pressure storage (Blue)
CNG low pressure storage (Yellow)
D _ Dispenser

MOTHER STATION
Connected to the methane pipeline, it allows filling storage mobile units (mobile CNG trailers).
Installing a dispenser make then vehicles refuelling possible.
This kind of system allows bringing CNG even in secluded areas not reached by pipelines. CNG reaches the
final customer (service station, industrial areas, hospitals, little communities, gas power plants…); here, it’s
decompressed to reach the suitable operating pressure.

A _ Bi-Booster BRC Compressor
B _ Priority panel
C _ CNG high-pressure storage (Red)
CNG medium pressure storage (Blue)
D _ Dispenser

Mechanical compressor and Booster

A
D
C
B

A _ Taurus BRC Compressor
B _ Booster BRC Compressor
C _ CNG high-pressure storage (Red)
CNG medium pressure storage (Blue)
Damping capacity (Yellow)
D _ Dispenser
E _ Trailer
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Filling stations
DAUGHTER STATION
This is the suitable CNG filling station in case of pipeline
unavailability. CNG is delivered to the station by means
of mobile CNG trailers previously refuelled at the Mother Station.
Typical solution is based on hydraulic compressors able
to work with a wide inlet pressure range and needing a
lower starting investment.
Standard version consists of 2 lines going to the dispenser, one coming from the trailer and one from the
Hydraulic Compressor combined with a small damping
capacity.
These kind of standard configurations allow emptying
trailer up to 25 bar.
Moreover, emptying trailer up to 5 bar is possible thanks
to some special management strategies combined with
a multi-level trailer distribution and/or a fixed storage.

Bi-Booster double-stage hydraulic compressor

C

A
D
B
E

A _ Bi-Booster BRC Compressor
B _ Priority panel
C_ CNG storage (Red)
Damping capacity (Yellow)
D _ Dispenser
E _ Trailer
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Filling stations

BRC Compressors can realize
filling stations (on line, mother and
daughter station) with different
refuelling strategies

FAST FILLING STATIONS
This is the suitable solution if a large number of vehicles is intended to be refuelled. Here, CNG is first compressed and stored in
multiple storage racks, before be filled into vehicles tank by flowing through gas dispensers.
Capacity and number of storage level depend on customer needs.

SLOW FILLING STATIONS
This is the suitable solution if the opportunity exists of filling all vehicles of a fleet over a longer period of time, and recording the
quantity of gas supplied to each vehicle is not necessary.
As the station directly refuels with CNG more than a vehicle, a storage unit is not necessary. Generally, this is the cheaper configuration, but it needs a big parking area with many refuelling points.

SEQUENTIAL SLOW O FAST FILLING STATIONS
The principle is the same of the Slow or Fast Filling stations one, but here an automatic control system manages the vehicles refuelling according to their order of arrival at the station.
This system is mainly used for refuelling taxi or bus fleets that needs to be filled also during the day. Typically some “islands” having 5 or 6 refuelling points are installed, realizing the sequential refuelling of vehicles in accordance with their order of arrival, booking every vehicle when it’s connected. This furthermore allows recording the quantity of gas supplied to each vehicle.
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Compressors
BRC compressors have been especially developed for CNG compression
in order to offer the best in terms of safety, efficiency,
reliability and easy maintenance.
BRC FuelMakercan satisfy every kind of customer needs
thanks to its wide range of arrangements and customized solutions.

BRC FUEL MAKER _
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Compressors

MECHANICAL COMPRESSOR with W-layout cylinders called Taurus
W model is an alternative compressor with cinematic mechanism made up of crankshaft, connecting rod, crosshead, stem and piston. CNG is compressed in three different stages made up of three cylinders mutually placed at 60°. Some concentric valves having plastic seals make possible suction and CNG exhaust.
During the starting up, valves are open-locked by pneumatic actuators allowing an idling starting up of the electrical engine, reducing consumptions and electro-mechanical stress.
Movement from the engine to the compressor is transmitted through an Atex elastic joint that reduces stress and vibrations as
much as possible.
Compression cylinder operates a dry working: pistons touching the gas are not lubricated. In order to work without lubrication, last
generation Teflon plastic seals are used. Then, a series of scrapers installed on stem stops the oil passage from frame to compression stages.
Among the various seals there are some bleeding holes connected to the vent circuit going to the outside, in order to avoid that
possible gas leakages could mix with lubrication oil or spread into the compressor base.
Each compression stage is cooled by water through a closed inside circuit under pressure, and outlet gas is cooled by stainless
steel tube nest or coaxial gas-water exchangers. The same liquid also cools the lubrication system.
In case of particularly cold weather, some special versions are available, that preheats lubrication oil: a shielded electric resistance,
Atex certificate, is automatically managed by PLC according to the outside temperature detected, assuring the compressor starting up at a optimum lubricant temperature.

Single effect Taurus compressor

W technical characteristics
min
max
N° of stages
1
4
Power (kW)
55
200
Capacity (Sm^3/h)
200
4000
Inlet pressure (barg)
0,2
70
Delivery pressure (barg)
250
Cylinders lubrication
not lubricated
Mechanical transmission
dedicated pump moved by
lubrication
separated electric engine
Cooling system
air-water + glycol
RPM
985
Transmission
Direct
Joint
elastic with ATEX rubber wheel
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Double effect Taurus compressor

- 15-18 kW BOOSTER generally combined with mechanical compressor
- 37-55 kW BI-BOOSTER specific for daughter station and on-line station having inlet pressure bigger than 25 bar
Hydraulic compressor exploits a hydraulic transmission to move one or more pistons for CNG compression. Many configurations
are available:
• double effect single stage (Booster)
• double effect double stage (Booster)
• hydraulic cylinder with passing double stem moving 2 gas cylinders (BI BOOSTER)
Compression system with integrated booster is generally made up of a W alternative compressor with three single effect stages, a
two-level storage, a double effect single stage booster, and a system controlling outlet pressure towards the dispenser.
Booster allows reducing the power absorbed by the main compressor and limiting the number of starting up, reducing so consumptions (very high during starting up) and mechanical stress.
Booster always supplies compressed gas at the right pressure, assuring so the highest refuelling pressure until the end of the operation, limiting storage volume and, above all, the number of high-pressure cylinders.
Storage becomes easier and smaller, because the following components are not necessary:
• Priority Panel
• Cylinders third stage
• Two of three reduction and safety systems protecting dispenser at the outlet of low and medium pressure storages

Compressors

HYDRAULIC COMPRESSOR (BOOSTER/BI BOOSTER)

Booster also allows realizing a precise and accurate CNG tank refuelling and “hiding” main compressor inadequacy eliminating possible queues in rush hours or filling bigger tanks quicker.

15 - 18 kW Booster hydraulic compressor

Bi-Booster hydraulic compressor

Booster technical characteristics
min
max
N° of stages
1
2
Power (kW)
15
18
Capacity (Sm^3/h)
100
1000
Inlet pressure (barg)
30
250
Delivery pressure (barg)
300
Transmission
Hydraulic
RPM
4
16
Cylinders lubrication
not lubricated
Cooling system
air water + glycol
Bi-Booster technical characteristics
min
max
N° of stages
2
Power (kW)
37
55
Capacity (Sm^3/h)
100
3000
Inlet pressure (barg)
5
250
Delivery pressure (barg)
300
Transmission
Hydraulic
RPM
8-10
14-16
Cylinders lubrication
not lubricated
Cooling system
air water + glycol
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Components and accessories

PRIORITY PANEL
This device manages the storages filling sequence giving priority to the high-pressure
cylinders filling in order to refuel vehicle tank at the highest pressure.
Pneumatic managed by PLC
Is made up of different pressure transducers and valves managed by PLC, allowing respecting the right order in CNG storages filling. This system assures a more flexible and
customizable management.
With pre-set automatic valves
Here, pre-set valves assure the right filling sequence connecting compressor delivery
to the storage levels.

STORAGE/DAMPING CAPACITY
Storages (1-, 2- or 3-level) are connected to the dispenser through a control panel in
order to avoid that filling pressure overpasses the allowed threshold, and to safely manage pouring in accordance with laws in force. It’s made up of a filter, one or more pressure reducers, manual and pneumatic control ball valves, safety valves and manostats.
Storages can be vertically assembled in 12, 24 or 16 cylinders modules (80 l each one
- Double nozzle – Homologated according to directive PED 97/23/CE-PN 275 bar) in
order to make bleeding and maintenance operations easier.
Other arrangements available according to customer needs.

DISPENSER
Gas compressed and stored is delivered using supply pumps realized with the most
advanced technologies.
A lot of different arrangements and optional are available for every need:
• mass flow meter (Coriolis effect)
• electronic head
• 1 or 2 refuelling points
• 1, 2 or 3 levels
• break away system, optional
• possible cash and smart cards management through PC
• electric or pneumatic valves
• safety valves and excess flow
• maximum manostat
• specific arrangement for high-capacity vehicles (buses and lorries)

CONTROL SYSTEM
A PLC control board automatically manages the whole equipment, assuring the highest
safety level and a long-lasting life of the system, thanks to pressure and temperature
transducers installed in critical points of compression equipment. In case of parameters
anomalies, the equipment reports the error and PLC stops system working automatically.
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1) FILTERS. Treatment of inlet gas is very important in order to protect mechanical components (housings, seals and valves) from any possible impurities. Groups having different filtering degrees are available, according to every kind of application.
2) BLOW DOWN. According to customer needs, a damping capacity can be installed on
the inlet line in order to reduce pressure pulses due to pistons alternative movement.
3) DRYER. If humidity must be eliminated from inlet gas, we suggest installing a dryer,
especially planned in accordance with CNG characteristics and capacities. These systems can be manual or automatic, with one or two automatic regeneration columns.

COOLING SYSTEM
BRC compression systems are cooled by a mix of water and glycol previously treated
by some air-liquid exchangers. Some evaporation or adiabatic systems are used in case
of high temperatures. Atex versions are also available for installation in classified areas.

Components and accessories

INLET GAS TREATMENT

CHILLER
A further outlet gas chiller can be installed at the compression equipment outlet, in order
to air-condition gas and allow refuelling vehicles tank.

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION
End of filling pressure can be modified according to the gas temperature detected, in
order to avoid dangerous sudden pressure rising inside vehicles tank due to temperature increase.

SCADA SYSTEM (REMOTE COMMUNICATION)
Management and control systems are available, able to remote display and transmit
working parameters of compressor, thanks to dedicated software especially planned
according to customer needs.
A large number of sensors allow monitoring all working conditions and an accurate
maintenance management thanks to its archives. A symbolical and intuitive display and
accurate descriptions make data and alarms identification very easy.

BRC FUEL MAKER _
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Components and accessories

THERMIC ENGINE
BRC compressor can be also provided with a CNG thermic engine installed in a soundproofed cabin container kept apart from compressor room and complying with European safety regulations.

INTEGRATED AND CUSTOMIZED SYSTEMS FOR DETECTING
GAS LEAKAGES, FIRE AND FOR INERTIAL GAS AUTOMATIC EXTINCTION
Integrated and customized systems for detecting gas leakages, fire and for inertial gases
automatic extinction can be planned and provided in accordance with specific national
laws.
In standard BRC compressors, two gas leakages detectors and a fire (smoke) detector
are installed, but a wide range of arrangements are available to satisfy the most different requirements.
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White Pack

20 feet metallic container

Light Cabin Container

A

B

Components and accessories

Prefabricated reinforced concrete container

C

A _ Compressor room (Atex)
B _ Power panel room
C _ CNG storage (Atex)

CABIN CONTAINER
The following configurations are mainly available:
Prefabricated reinforced concrete container
Equipment can be installed in a classic prefabricated reinforced concrete container complying with the Italian law for automotive CNG
service stations, that provides for 1° degree premises.
20 feet metallic container
All components are into a 20 feet metallic container, except for dispenser, air/water chiller and damping capacity on inlet line (blow
down).
Generally, cabin container is divided into three premises:
-A room: it contains all mechanical devices such as Taurus compressor controlled by an electric engine, possible booster, lubrication
and cooling pipes, filters, pressure gauges and sensors.
-B room: it contains all devices that need to be isolated from CNG, such as Control System, hydraulic pump and pneumatic panel.
-C room: it contains storage, divided into 1, 2 or 3 levels, generally made up of 12- or 24- 80 l cylinders. A further 10 or 20 feet outside
container is available if a bigger storage capacity is needed.
Moreover, a two premises configuration is possible:
-A room: it contains mechanical devices such as hydraulic compressor (bi-booster) and storage/damping system.
-B room: it contains all devices that need to be isolated from CNG, such as power panel with control board.
White Pack
For European market, a specific cabin container has been developed to comply with 1° degree requirements in accordance with the Decree of Minister of Interior of May 24th, 2002 (and following modifications). Here compressor, CNG damping capacity and control system are installed (with possible separated installation).
On demand, these cabin containers can be soundproofed and air-conditioned to satisfy sound emission levels required or to make its
working in extreme weather conditions possible.
BRC White Pack has been developed following Italian laws requirements; moreover, many tests have been carried out on finished components to check the structure resistance and reaction to a simulated explosion or earthquake.
Light cabin container
For installing Booster or for power panel remote positioning, a cheaper and smaller container is available, that allows modular management of components. This kind of container can be used only after verifying local laws requirements and features needed.
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